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U-Meleni Mhlaba-Adebo

Love Letter for Dorchester

I live on a street where trees have faces
Where birds bee bop outside my window announcing fresh days
And the leaves whisper our names as our feet glide to and from school
I live on a street
Where cars break dance to Bachata and Hip Hop
And wear flags like tee shirts so you know whose set they are repping
I live on a street with rotating doors like passports to other countries
the smells and sounds of foreign speech
music to my ears
I live on a street where our son has street uncles on Fridays playing checkers 
by Ashmont station dropping knowledge about life & good manners.
I live on a street that has a Farmers Market every Friday, dance offs, and   
 vegetable
remixes amidst the eruption of subway passengers eager for a drink at 
 Ashmont Grill
or Tavolo
I live on a street next door to what feels like my own private restaurant
Where I have my own private chef
Where bartenders know my favorite drink because I remixed its name: 
 the pineapple situation
Where the patio transports you to a summer vintage backyard or a cozy   
 camp-fire paradise
I live on a street where I practice marathon runs
the curve & rise just enough for our son’s six-year-old little feet
I live on a street where sirens do double Dutch in the air
Where policemen offer ice creams and smiles,
Where teenagers drag bags after school like dogs reluctant for a walk.
I live on a street where our mail man recites scripture like Jesus 
Spreading love in each mailbox as he passes by,
I live on a street that has impromptu sleepovers, cook outs, wine vs beer offs 
on front porches & kids running around like bees in the summer reminders 
of what life should feel like...
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I live on a street 
Now my village
My tribe
My muse...
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Crystal Koe 

Words with Friends

F4 I1 X8  = 13 points

I’ve installed drawer knobs, 
hung and unhung pictures, but  
I’m no handyman; not my job 

to make someone happy 
when nothing else can.
I can’t solve childhood trauma, 

mental illness, unknown demons; 
can’t use tiles on my board 
to fill someone’s empty spaces. 

Believing “hard-won” means 
“worth it”, I pushed for bonus 
points in stragglers, convinced 

love was enough to save 
desperadoes who don’t 
realize they’re desperate 

until they’re whole 
enough to walk away, 
or neither of us can keep 

the other from drowning. 
Sometimes nothing 
can repair a tear. 

F4 I1 T1 = 6 points

1773 miles away, I can’t mend 
the split seam on your trousers. 

But you don’t need me to sew 
on buttons, make you dinner, 

keep you sane, happy, alive. 
The “X” racks more points, 

but we’re done keeping score.
It’s our time to be happy, dammit. 

A “T” fits much better to “TRY” (5), 
“TOGETHER” (12), “TEAM” (7);

one day, maybe, “FAMILY” (15).
Like puzzle pieces finally found. 
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Crystal Koe 

Poems Commissioned for a Funeral:  The 
Only Memory Strong Enough to Write About:

i. an old man needs 
 
 a new diaper 
 and a granddaughter 
 
 is the only one there.
  

ii. He’s quiet 
 as I clean him 

 and polite.
 If I looked,

 I’d see into 
 his tunnel eyes. 
 

iii.  Leave 
 the golden oldies 
 
 radio station on, 
 step into 
 
 the garden 
 his wife grew,
 
 lean against 
 a candle palm, sit 
 
 among the orange 
 Japanese roses 
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 she grafted 
 from pink.
 

 Listen to Doris Day 
 and your grandfather 
 
 crying. No, 
 he’s asleep. 
 
 It’s just you, 
 watering roses 

 tall enough 
 to cut. 
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Joshua Jones

Pozzuoli

In the Roman meat market, the algae whorls
around blocks of tufa stone and onion
columns scoured by centuries of nibbling 
mollusks. We gawk at the ducks riding the currents. 

Our guide tells us to be back for the bus 
before 5:00. Espresso at Capitano—the waitress 
hates our guts, but I ordered in good enough tourist 
Italian that she knows not to curse as she stomps 

back to the bar for our coffees. We walk around 
the dock by Moby Dick Pizzeria and a jeweler, 
both shuttered. A shop sporting the white slash
of a dive flag spills teenage boys in sleeveless 

shirts. Out front, a gum-ball machine writhes 
with maggots and worms. An old man slides 
in a greasy half euro, twists the knob, and shows 
us his prize. The handful of bugs rattle 

in his coffee cup, as he heads back 
to his fishing pole and folding chair. In a piazza 
around the corner, a bird-shit-glazed Madonna 
watches the evening stroll begin, and we’re caught 

in the net of strutting couples and raucous kids. 
We duck into a shoe store covered in Saldi! Saldi! Saldi! 
knocking a rack of tricolor socks to get back to the bus 
while the owner lets us know just what we are.
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Followed by a guard into the Segretto
Gabinetto rooms, we crowd around 

the glass where they keep the wind 
chimes: a gladiator wrestling his jaguar

penis, a winged penis with a penis tail and a penis
of its own, and another gryphon-schlong dangling

four brass bells. Someone in front squeaks 
at Pan mounting a marble goat, and Rich 

gives a hung tripod thumbs up. His camera
flashes. No flash! No flash! No flash! 

Joshua Jones

Museo Archeologico Nazionale di Napoli
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Ava Fields 

What Remains

Plundering through paradise
I choke up my thoughts.

There is nothing left but regret and bones – everything I ever wanted.

Instead I am made of 
pieces and jewels that drown in sunlight.

They stay unlocked and 
I am everywhere.
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Chelsey Grasso

Blue

Face-down in the toilet, her arms are wrapped around the porcelain. Like 
she’s holding on for life. For dear life.

“Let’s go, let’s get out of here,” Elaine prompts me. “This is a mess. This is 
all a big mess.”

I nudge the girl on the floor. “You want some water?” I say to her. I feel 
stupid saying it. Her body doesn’t move.

“Come on, I’m finding another bathroom,” says Elaine, and she goes.
When the door latches behind her I get down on my knees. I shake the 

body’s shoulders. I look away from the blue and orange and red chunks that 
dribble down the seat.

I shake her again, more roughly this time. She falls to the grime-coated 
floor of the bathroom.

“Fuck,” I say it to myself. To the girl. To no one.
Opening the door, Elaine is there again. She holds two red cups in her 

hands. 
“Jungle juice,” she says and hands one to me. The sloshing of the blue-green 

liquid makes me queasy. “Should we get her one?” she asks, nodding towards 
the floor. Nodding towards the pile that was once a girl.

I smirk. Not because I want to, but because Elaine wants me to. After a 
minute of sipping the concoction in our cups, I say to Elaine, “She’s fucked 
up.”

Elaine laughs, blue dribble running down her chin. I didn’t want her to 
laugh. 

“Should we tell someone? Should we call someone?”
“She’s fine,” Elaine replies, daring me to say more.
The girl’s body lies limp. She hasn’t moved since we found her in the bath-

room. She’s never moved. I’ve never seen her move.
“Anyone know this girl?” Elaine yells out, but the blaring music blankets 

it. Nobody looks over except for the guy handing out the jungle juice. He 
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shrugs. 
“We tried,” Elaine concludes. 
“Fuck, “ I say. “She’s not moving, Elaine.” Then we walk away.
And the body remains, crumpled on the tile, surrounded by an oasis of 

blue, red, and orange.
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Willie Pleasants

She

All nat-ur-al that’s her,
a southern born,
holding on to her convictions

She moved to the north
All nat-ur-al
from head to toe.
 
Like flowers that bloom on a tree,
in the spring of the year.
She is real.

A smile, a hand shake.
Admiration for others. 
A love for nature.
A gentle soul with good attitude.
 
A heart that northern winds
have not turned angry and cold,
worrying about a pot of gold.

She sits with her legs crossed
at the ankle, 
her up-bring made it proper.

She maintains her identity 
for her social justice fight.
Something inside her knows
she will have many sleepless tonight.
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Michael Jacob

The Birth of Horns

My girl was born
On a humid night
When wings stick together
From sweat and wax and dark locks
Curling to burn inside her gardened face.

She has a smiling mouth
Always filled with dirt and rocks
And horns growing out of her earthly temples
Where Venus touched her
Light with flakes of snow
Frozen for years
Until two black cats
Crept up and licked them
And heated them 
And melted them
Unfrozen for the blood to flow
Presenting her to me,
To hold 
In my wooden bed
Forever to grow.
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Jessamyn Wolff

If His Death Was a Color It’d be Yellow

Today is my twenty second birthday
and moving down the stairs, the windows
offer calico clouds and the hues 
of a glowing treeline, blushed and soft.

My family has hung yellow paper
in the kitchen, cut into celebratory stars, 
steam seeping from a deep peach pie.
Maybe it’s today I learn that I’m ungrateful

but this is what it’s like when your brother is dead:
the sweet baked goodness washed down with tea,
a sunrise yellow like the fruit beneath 
the crust, a paper made sky and still I hold 

my breath when the doorbell sings of presence.
I look out the window again and a heron steps 
its long legs through the marigold reeds
past the spider webbed kayaks,
like a one-man funeral march only I can see.
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Jessamyn Wolff

Pura Dalem

Centuries ago she waded, 
both hands hovering flat
above the water’s passive skin.

The sun was emerging
like a rouged eyelid
above the sacred banyan trees.

When she was waist deep
her thumb and forefinger 
shot through the mist

that smothered stone and skin 
alike to pluck from the water 
a silver, seed-sized fish.

Ritual told her to hold it gently 
across her budding belly 
before releasing it to hover,

like a gaze by her straining hips. 
The leaf lingerers, the chatty bonnet 
macaques slipped berries onto 

their children’s tongues,
while others, calling at a distance, 
smacked their lips like wind beaten doors. 
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Caleb Jagoda

Nowhere

28 cars
back
waiting for a
frozen
yet flaming
traffic light
on a scorching summer
evening

beads of sweat
glisten
down your
temple,
the entire world
squeezed
under your
white
knuckles

the beeping from the 
car 
behind you,
the laughter
that escapes 
your
scared, scared
soul

simply a byproduct
of this
absurdity



we’re all in a rush
to get
nowhere,

we’re all gallivanting
to get
somewhere.

20
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Colgan Johnson

Tea Time

The flow is like gravy, buttery and comforting to the soul. That’s what you 
want when you sit down to write. The mind has to get there first. That is 
when the seductive charm of an alluring routine can you pull you into an-
other dimension. Maybe it is a stroll in the park amidst strangers and vivid 
flora. Maybe it is a setting in a corner, where a black leather chair slightly 
worn from good use gives you feelings of relief and fancy. For this instance 
and many occasions, a cup of tea may do just fine. 

Grab the kettle. Put the water in the vessel. Put the hot water whistler on 
and wait for it to blow. The initial clank of the pot on the stove is always 
welcoming to me.  It’s about to go down. The tension begins. Click click click 
whoosh; the fire is on a mission. I like boiling water for tea.  You heat some-
thing up long enough and when it’s hot and ready you scream it pouring hot 
over something soothing, aromatic, and tasty to the senses. It’s a process full 
of sensory delights if you fully engage yourself in it. The same could be said 
for brewing coffee, but that’s a whole other romance. Construct a cup of cof-
fee properly and you’ve comprised a new dialogue with your spirit. Whatever 
lets you drift to that higher realm of aspirations and achievements, let it spill 
over and spoil your wits till they’re drunk with ambition and lively execution.  

The tea kettle is howling like a whirling banshee.  The call has been sent. 
You have to answer it. You asked for it. You approach the sound and calmly 
silence the metal maker of noise and warmth. For a moment everything is 
quiet, brimming with the excitement steam inevitably brings. You take it in, 
reaching for dry crushed leaves that miraculously turn into massive balloons 
of vivid seas and memories you want to squeeze in your mind’s eye. How can 
such things be molecules and whisk me away in the surrounding air as misty 
wafts might wash me along the shores of Monaco? 

Bright lights line the street at motorcycle speed. I’m engulfed in beautiful 
streaks, nature’s kiss, cliffs where you can dream, espresso beans, royal artistry, 
and tremendous money schemes. It’s not grandiose if you can achieve it. 
Thoughts coast along like shore lines, some just as alluring and seductive as 
classic faces and frames that lead you astray. The tingle in the upper noodle 
that makes you pursue a thing, thought or being, is a strange and interesting 
percolation. The mix of possibility, delight, complexity, and connection is a 
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recipe for delicious tension. 
We’re here alive and experimenting. What more could you ask for? And yet, 

people want so much. Are you one of those people? Life is a treasure trove of 
experiences, senses, adventures, comparatives, and dalliances in personality 
and forms of expression. There’s a Blitzkrieg on course with an iceberg and its 
sole mission is to force evolution. There are electronic warning systems that 
go off in Hawaii signaling the end of the earth and when they go off some-
times it’s just an accident even though you are supposed to act like your life 
is about to end. I wonder how many people have since changed their lives in 
Hawaii due to a couple of life-ending close calls. There could soon be a huge 
baby boom on the island of Oahu and a few surrounding others; I’m just say-
ing. It might be clear by now that the mind is a-linear and made for fiction, 
imaginative jaunts and speculative analysis. 

There is a place where busses drive through a coastal town with their 
windows open, inhaling seaside air. There are no drivers on the busses and 
everyone is calm. The passengers don’t seem to have any cares and everything 
is out of the extraordinary. Time doesn’t exist in the region and people rarely 
say no. It is an area of delights and awareness that is second to none. Emo-
tions range from ecstasy to agony in an instant within a constantly changing 
framework of magnified ideas shining like lava. I’m engulfed in this amazing 
sanctuary. I want to make karma sutra love in the center of this expansiveness. 
From angelic mountain tops to the crest of a rolling wave, there is a clarity 
here that I hope remains. 

The heat from the cup of tea rises past my brow like the string of a balloon 
just let go. It drifts away to a different kind of place where people rarely say 
no. There is food, love, shelter, and hope. There are busses with no drivers 
and the passengers ride along without a care. There is nothing special in a day 
because there is no time in this place. Instead, everything is always out of the 
extraordinary like how other forms appreciate each other in space. 

I take the first sip. It’s hot. My mind settles in from a relaxing ride some-
where. Tea time is very nice. It’s time to write.  
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Colgan Johnson

“Swear my city’s racist”

Swear my city’s racist,  I’m a win this race yet
Thoughts that I be thinking but wish I would just forget 
This is why I’m forging on, art is just a part of it 
Forgery’s been going on since prostitution c’mon 
Finally giving education to us now look at the price 
Housing market going up market that shit to the whites 
Think that I be lying then I think about em redlining 
Systematic zoning of the blacks that ain’t really right 
Added on of course they only put us where they didn’t like 
Focused on the factories now they want that city life 
Glamour has a way of masking everything that isn’t nice 
Segregation isn’t here but everything is black and white 
Guns and drugs are all they see all I do is art and teach 
I just want them all to see what they can be mentally 
Birth is just the start of it work towards you were meant to be 
Words are just a gift of mine I just want to set em free 
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Liza Dufresne

Sub Shop

Okay, it’s not that healthy—
there’s nothing too healthy
about a cheeseburger club
with a side of fries and a
root beer.  But the space is
clean and bright and the people  
here work at a nice little clip.

And you know what, some days
I get tired of birds and flowers.
I get tired of the angle of the sun,
of the way it hits the side of the 
brick building just so.  I get sick

of the way the mother holds her 
child’s hand so tenderly.  I can’t 
take it the way the daffodil tries
so hard to lift its head in sheer
adoration of the daylight, or the
way the crocus reeks of royalty 
in its purple velvet cloak. Today,

give me the brown plastic tray,
the clatter of plates and the 
jukebox in the background.  Give
me the clean formica booth, the
phone buzzing, too many people 
talking at once, the sound of the
heavy metal pizza ovens opening 
and closing with a low soft squeal.

Beauty as we know it can wait.
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Susan Paul

I Have and Always Will Lead Through  
Action.

What you need to know is that I can add value to the bottom line: wellness.

I am a champion for change to improve the well-being of my community 
with my words.

Let people know they have a social support system and that our struggles and 
successes are interconnected.

I only know how to go above and beyond: to exceed expectations.

I know my spiritual purpose and I am guided by three questions:

What is good?

What is just?

What is true?

Inspiration is free and love liberates.

I have and always will lead through action.
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Teresa McMahon

from “Our Autobiography”

there’s a large rock in Little River. in low tide you can see it, in high tide you 
have to feel for it. first, put your water shoes on. remember? the rock is to the 
left, right before the marsh grows in, before you hit the river grass.

the rock is so big you can stand on it with two feet. it is smooth. if you bend 
down to look at it through the water there are periwinkles latched on. pick 
one up and smell it. it smells fishy, it’s not a fish. now put it back.

there are minnows swimming around the rock. just minnows. now the crabs 
are crawling in but you have no bucket. remember: you don’t always need to 
pick things up or put them in other places.
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Since we had no dining room, the kitchen is where we would sit around and 
eat as kids, or carve pumpkins, or paint bluebirds and beaches with water-
colors. Dad would be sitting in his chair at the table with his stack of news-
papers, any newspaper he could get his hands on that day, even ones from 
New York, ones from outside of Boston. (“Britain Alarmed By An Outbreak 
of Mad Cow Disease,” “F.B.I. Arrests Suspected Unibomber”). After work 
he would sit in his Postal uniform and read and tell us girls to go to college 
because he never could since his dad died young from a heart attack and 
he, the oldest, had to help raise his one sister and four brothers. Around the 
table Dad would tell us stories about his times in the jungle, how sometimes 
he found himself surrounded by woolly mammoths and sabertooth tigers. 
Do you remember the old days? long before the new days, there were old days he 
repeats this phrase over and over to himself.
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Candelaria Silva

Our Love from the Songs Somebody Should Sing Series

It’s the sound of his breath
It’s the touch of his hand
It’s the lilt of his voice
And the fact he’s my man.

 You dance
 You cry
 You laugh
 You sigh
  You love.

It’s the taste of his lips
It’s the lift of his brow
It’s the set of his legs
And that he’s here right now.

 Your moves
 Your tears
 Your joys
 Your fears
  Your love.

It’s the click of his hands
It’s the width of his smile
It’s the strength of his back
He’ll be here for a while.

 We dance
 We cry
 We laugh
 We sigh
  We love.
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It’s the sound of his breath
It’s the touch of his hand
It’s the lilt of his voice
And the fact he’s my man.

 You dance
 You cry
 You laugh
 You sigh
  You love.

It’s the taste of his lips
It’s the lift of his brow
It’s the set of his legs
And that he’s here right now.

 Your moves
 Your tears
 Your joys
 Your fears
  Your love.

It’s the click of his hands
It’s the width of his smile
It’s the strength of his back
He’ll be here for a while.

 We dance
 We cry
 We laugh
 We sigh
  We love.
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It’s the flavor of gold
It’s the color of wine
It’s the nectar of us
It will live for all time.

 Our moves
 Our tears
 Our joys
 Our fears
  Our love!
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it is a beautiful place, and i have it all to myself
it is important to me
i want to try and explain it to you, all of you
separated by the great dark gulf
two years to cross, and possibly two years to return some day
i can see your little sphere as a quiet dot now, low in the sky these mornings
just before an early blue sunrise

the other two pioneers are sleeping
as my soft aexosuit quietly shuffles out of the hab
a four-windowed double-decker bus
let them sleep

shuffle and hop past the meth-oxy tanks
sitting like twin armored beetles in the red dust
and past the junkyard, mostly buried by dunes

…in time, i come upon this crude piece of metal
parts of the old ares rocket
once a lively beautiful vessel, now quiet in this desert
dead in this desert
and the epitath, scored on ceramic tiles
nearly gone, faded due to dust storms

i have one very expensive screwdriver
and i re-inscribe the inscription
sweating under the hot dusty sun

under these dunes, well-preserved from radiation
and bacteria
and water,
a pristine body

Jake Tringali 

at the red resting place
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this is my wife’s resting place
beautiful and lonely

“here lies abbington
first motorhead on mars”
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Rafi Sofer

Door to an Education
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Rafi Sofer

No Parking
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Teddy Sprvt  

No. 4
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Ngoc-Tran Vu

Generations
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Ngoc-Tran Vu

Mural Design (Detail)
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Majory Gabriel

South End, Boston
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Krisela Karaja

11-9 Quickie at the 7-Ten

Nothing more pressing than my body  
politic bemoaning fault of banal fill until—
at last!—quota of libidinal quill!—

2016 will be known most  
for its riotous fucking 
over and over 
and up and down; 
the next year for its resulting babes 
bludgeoned by History’s angelic knave. 
  
And when this wrinkled creat
crowns its way out of my cunt
I will rip him out faster
in horror, haste. 
  
Behold, with a shrieking thump: 
fruit of this deplorable union—
our regret, our boy
Trump.  
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Krisela Karaja

Pantlume

Old habits die hard—
the theme of that year’s Intergalactic Convention of the Sisters
as Axel Broderickshire surmised from center-pew. 
            His uncle’s governess centering the gathering
defrocked of a robe borrowed from Sister Fran not two
            months past. The nuns 
are naked, naked in the river now. The nuns are silk 
smiles. The governess among them this ’Mygahlian 
morning, making these ’Mygahlians careen, croon.
            The nuns ready her hair and breasts, oil
her eyes, knead her stomach. Straining
for the governess, sir? She’s
here, she floats. A bed of persimmons
            rocks her adrift. Looking 
for me, sir? I pant-pant
pant I. 
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Sandra Kohler

Second Spring

My second spring in this city, I’m undone by a field 
of grape hyacinth – cobalt, cosmic blue – studded with 
scarlet tulips, by a bed of creeping phlox, by the first 

green-tinged buds of red dogwood. At the sight of 
them pain sets in, my exile from that unlikely home
I’d found, garden I’d made, turns longing, knowing 

I cannot, will not, recreate them in this narrower life.
My first spring here, I was stunned, a plant uprooted 
for transplant, awake only to all that was alien, not 

the familiar, which this second year is both itself, 
seen again, and memory’s stroke: echo, pang,
reverberation which seizes, stings, shakes me.
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Sandra Kohler

Dantesque

Everywhere on the sidewalks mud orts debris 
trash drek: crushed cans, condoms, dog turds,
shed car parts  – hubcaps, tires; it’s junkyard,

compost pile, recycling heap, landscape strewn
with our filth, offal: infernal, Dantesque. Living 
in palace compounds, medieval cities, towns,

he knew muck and foulness, enough to furnish
hell’s visceral torments. Yet he saw that world 
as the sweet air, the sunlit earthly life, precious 

memory in an exile’s sight. Here tiny shoots 
are beginning to surface in the mud, thin or
thick nubs, blades, punctuated by the white

commas of snowdrops not ready to blossom. 
Everywhere I see small exclamations of green:
the peonies’ red green, the lilies’ acid, iris’ 

sharp, aster’s purple, lupine’s blue green. 
Naming a color does not exhaust it, just as
sparrows do not exhaust the hedges or geese 

the skies. Escaping hell, Virgil led Dante
through Lethe, unmindfulness’ river. I need
to remember what cannot be exhausted: 

the prolific budding, the birds, the skies,
eternally new, of the world this side of 
the river’s threshold, where I live, graced.
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Sandra Kohler

Suffering

I used to think suffering was a foreign country. 
In the city I live in now, it’s two miles away 
where a boy’s gunned down, two streets, where 
a young woman is shot. Leaving the all-night 
party she’d come to by chance –  visitor to the city, 
she’d picked up a flyer at a bar downtown –
she’s killed by a bullet aimed at the car she’s
riding in; no one will say who the target was. 
The boy shot on the bus on his way home 
from school may have been a gang member, may 
have refused to join a gang, may have looked to 
whoever shot him like a member of a rival gang. 
Because she was white and educated and from 
out of town, there’s more hand-wringing 
about the woman than the boy; both 
deaths are waste, appalling. 

This morning, reading about a young 
officer killed in Baghdad whose professor father, 
Vietnam veteran, retired officer, publicly opposed 
the war in Iraq from its start, I try to imagine 
the father’s pain, rage, that terrible compound. 
And think, for some reason, about how at 
the end of her life Rachel Carson kept her 
suffering from breast cancer secret, afraid 
her work on DDT might be seen as personally 
motivated, its integrity compromised.
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In Beethoven’s Fidelio, the hero, a prisoner
unjustly condemned, is saved: by love, but also 
by divine intervention: God’s goodness, that
ultimate triumph over evil. But what of the dead 
young woman, the boy on the bus, that young 
officer in Baghdad?  For weeks this fall, I was 
afraid my granddaughter Katie, three years old, 
had leukemia – a routine blood test turned up 
a suspicious result. Nights I lay waking, 
imagining this child who can’t stand getting 
a shot, who lives in dread for days before and 
after each ordinary checkup, going through 
blood tests, chemo. And thought, there’s no 
reason this can’t happen to her, children 
everywhere endure this torture each hour. 
I keep trying to comprehend a world 
in which such suffering is ordinary. 
I can’t. This is that world.
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Aaron Devine

Sixty Seconds with Mona Lisa

may be all you get the day after Christmas, on honeymoon, 
when the Louvre is jammed with tourists.

Jackey and I wade in at the back of a human tide 
that rolls toward where she waits, watching 

from the far shore of a gallery flush with masterworks, 
some as large as our apartment walls. 

Mona Lisa looks just like herself, I think 
as we drift forward, who I understood her to be 

but deeper, like when a curtain pulls back on love 
we recognize for the first time. It’s her: the calm, steady 

gaze that survives its forbearer, and the soft line of
—Mona Lisa!—masterful in how irrevocable 

she is, like she couldn’t be any other way, nor us 
without her. Yet each onlooker turns to face away 

and crooks an arm, smiling into the eye of a phone, 
which follows them around the room, followed us 

around the globe. Every one reaches Mona Lisa 
only to reach back, smile strangely, and capture 

themselves before her. The museum guards wave them 
along, parting this selfie sea. Sometimes sixty seconds 

are all you get. So when it’s Jackey and my turn, 
I wrap her in my arms and we press cheek to cheek. 
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We see Da Vinci’s deity whose horizons don’t align, 
whose shawl is shadowed water. We take her in 

and take no pictures. Still I carry now the sight
of how we may have looked in Mona Lisa’s eyes,

much like the artist: present and in love.
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Aaron Devine

Outside Provincetown, January 2017

“When we go back to the sea... we are going back from whence we came.” ~JFK

Today the light was on the grasses
and the colorful bottoms of overturned boats.

I watched the lobsterman check his traps,
and ran my eyes over infinite pebbles and shells,

each an accident of geometric quintessence
underfoot. I measured proximity

by the lighthouse and the Pilgrim’s Monument
while the shoreline spilled near and away

as if we danced. Here at an edge 
that kept shifting like so much I’ve chased

only to be erased: yesterday’s footprints
and the words I failed to say. This beach

catalogs obliteration in shellacked crab shells,
driftwood, and gull feathers. The ocean keeps 

no records; it drives a primal thrum that was before
and will be after. So I walked out onto a sandbar, 

far enough so that the waves splayed 
past me on both sides. I waited until the wind 

became my breath and the rhythm of tides 
revitalized my own, until I recognized 

the translation of my own making. Then I walked back 
through the light and through the grasses; 
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bigger than I was and more at peace
to go back from whence I came.
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Anna Ross

A.M. Report

A woman walking in the passing lane
is singing “Amazing Grace,” and all the cars
on 95 are stalled, honking, for miles.

Commuters should avoid the southbound split,
the DJ says, chuckling, although she may
have finished singing in the passing lane 

by now, segues to ads for dentistry:
implants, bleaches, your teeth so white no one
would guess your years stalled out, honking for miles.

The DJ laughs, the billboards gleam, in on
the joke: when did we last have such a tale 
to tell? That woman in the passing lane,

what break down, break up, let down, led her there,
we wonder. Then we don’t—the A.C. on, 
our smiles white, the blacktop clear for miles

ahead. We’ll skip the jam, forewarned, and call
it grace. Amazing how the scene slips by
a woman walking in the passing lane.
She won’t stop now—she’s been singing for miles. 
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Anna Ross

American Elm

I dig bare-handed 
down along the seedling’s 
taproot, following
the hole it has made
despite the sun-striped 
shade of the porch,
unearthing stones,
a worn triangle 
of glass, and frilled
side radicals reaching,
capillary, to stabilize
the main shoot
of this more-like sapling,
I see now I’ve stooped
to put my full strength
against it, remnant 
of the 60-foot tree
that dangled branches 
above the baby’s room
and took three men 
and a crane to bring down—
the core one long flame 
of rot. And even if
this seed hadn’t set here
to be trapped beneath 
the gapped porch floor,
but had instead landed 
in the yard’s full sun, 
it would grow forked
and thin, eaten within
by a fungus that famishes
all but a few green branches,
the rest falling skeletal
nuisance to the ground.
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But what do any of us know,
growing where something
much larger than us
once dropped us? 
These elms don’t survive
in this place anymore, 
or do only to loom
and damage, I tell myself,
bracing my shoulder 
against a beam
to wrench the sucker out.
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Bradley Keist

An Unfamiliar Brotherhood

The 1989 Buick Estate rattled over the steaming blacktop of State Road 46.  
The first two hours had been nothing but an epic, wide-open landscape, as far 
as their eyes could see.  Roiling hillocks of gold, each indecipherable from the 
next.

“It’s like we’re caught in a David Lean movie,” Eddie mumbled and smiled.  
He leaned out the open window.  The summer wind toyed with his blond 
hair, mussing it until it was whorled into a dozen miniature cowlicks.  The 
sun felt warm and pleasant against his already-bronzed skin.

“Huh?” his brother grunted from the driver’s seat.  Eddie didn’t respond.  
He wouldn’t understand anyway.

[And the Lord sayeth, “For jealousy is the rage of a man!  Therefore, he will not 
spare in the day of vengeance.  He will not regard any ransom.  Neither will he 
rest content, though thou givest many gifts.”]

It was all too familiar.  These fields of corn.  Here, it wasn’t the Elysian 
Fields.  No, nothing quite so exotic as that.  Here, it was the Illinoisan Fields.  
And here, you weren’t free from toil.  No, far from it.

It was the cusp of harvest and the silence was total.  And yet, you could 
hear the individual kernels screaming out to you.  Begging to be shucked.  
Yearning to be eaten.  Boiled.  Grilled.  Popped.  Ground into meal.  You 
name it.

[Amongst all the sins, there is none greater than the sin of jealousy!  It is a sin 
that tears up a home.  It is a sin that tears up a man.  It is a sin that tears up a 
soul.]

But before all that, there was the detasseling.  Flickers of past days.  No 
longer a boy but not yet a man.  The “tween”-age years.  Flocks of prepubes-
cent children, filing down the aisles of maize, plucking the inflorescent tassels 
bobbing from the peaks of the stalks—but only the ones the giant mechani-
cal cutters had already missed.  The Midwestern sun beating down upon the 
back of Eddie’s neck.  His arms aching from the labor.  His knees close to 
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buckling.  And at the end of the day, at the feet of the stalks, heaps of wither-
ing tassels would be strewn over the cracked dirt.

All that for a paltry lump of money.  Something Eddie had experienced but 
his brother had not.  No.  Eighteen years old and Erwin had never worked 
a day in his life.  His bleached skin gave proof to his work ethic.  Casper the 
Not-so-Friendly Ghost they called him.  And not just because he looked like 
he suffered from achromia.

[Jealousy is like acid.  It eats a hole in the container that holds it.  It will make 
you turn your back on your friends and family.  It will make you turn your back 
on everyone you love.]

But all that was far behind them now.  They were over the border now, in 
the realm of southern Indiana where the terrain was hilly and the sky was 
shrouded from view by millions of acres of forestland.  A meandering landing 
strip of ice blue was the only piece of heaven visible to them now.

[For where jealousy exists, there will be anarchy.  And if you behold this deadly 
sin within your heart, the Lord God will smite you.  And you shall not inherit the 
kingdom of—]

Erwin lashed out an arm and slapped his palm against the radio.  He 
pressed random button after random button, his eyes aglow with a rabid fury.  
White noise crackled over the airwaves until another clear voice vibrated out 
from the car speakers.  One that wasn’t preaching the Word of God.

“Fuckin’ Bible thumpers,” he mumbled.  “Anything but that.”
“Easy there, buddy,” Eddie said, watching his brother from the corners of 

his eyes.  “You’ve had this car for less than three days now and already you’re 
about to break it.  Chill out.”

Eddie shook his head.  No respect.  Erwin never knew what the word was.  
He never learned what it was like to appreciate something.

[Bing!  Bong!  Ding!]  Three successive notes trilled and bounced over the car 
speakers.  The intro to yet another cheesy—and forgettable—radio jingle.  [The 
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sun is rising over the hills of Indiana!]  A tinny female voice.  A pop star wan-
nabe.  [AM 1230…WJBC!]

“Don’t tell me to chill out,” Erwin snapped back.  “I never asked for this 
beat-up piece of junk.  I’m nearly twenty.  Only geezers drive Buicks.  And 
how is this thing even functional still?  It’s older than I am.

“And I’m not your ‘buddy.’”
There’d been a pause before that last one.  He just had to tack it on.  He 

couldn’t help it.  He’d do anything to get a jab in where he could.  Sucker 
punch from the left.

Eddie was used to it by now.  Instead, he ignored it and turned back toward 
the open window.  But he should have known better.  Eddie’s silence was fuel 
for Erwin.  It incensed him.  It pushed him to go further.  Eddie couldn’t 
see his brother but already he could feel the boy’s anger.  And it became 
even more palpable when Erwin pushed down harder on the gas pedal.  The 
Estate’s worn-out, tread-less tires squealed over the blacktop like a pig passing 
a kidney stone.  The paneling’s faux-wood-grain patterning was nothing but 
a bistre blur as the wagon clattered and slid around the snaking, S-shaped 
curves of SR 46.  Eddie gripped the door with both hands, his muscles tense, 
his heart pounding.  A loud thunk was heard coming from inside the glove 
box.

[Good moooooorning, early birds!  Don Munson speaking.  “Sunny Munny.”  
The one-and-only Voice of Southern Indiana.  Welcoming you to Thursday’s edi-
tion of Talk News.  First up: a Bedford soldier was killed by a bomb in Afghani-
stan when—]

“Why’d she leave it to me anyways?” Erwin continued.  “The bitch hated 
me.”

“She didn’t hate you.  And I’d really appreciate it if you didn’t call our 
grandma a ‘bitch.’”

“Eddie.  I’ve spent the last decade of my life in the backseat of this car, 
forced to listen to her cultish psychobabble.  All because she was trying so 
hard to brainwash me.”
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[In other news: United Arab Emirates officials have detained 94 insurgents ac-
cused of organizing an underground network with plans to orchestrate a coup and 
seize governmental power in the UAE capital of—]

“No one forced you to do anything.  And she wasn’t trying to brainwash 
you.  She was protecting you.  She loved you.”

“She hated me.”
“No, she—”
“Eddie.  Quit.  I’ve heard enough from her to last me a lifetime.  I don’t 

need you to start up now that the old hag has finally decided to croak.  Just 
put your hands back in your lap and sit there like a nice, quiet little choirboy.  
You’ve put on the act for the past ten years.  You should have perfected it by 
now.  You were the ‘good’ twin, remember?  You don’t know what it was like.  
You have no idea what it’s like to be me.”

Erwin whipped around another curve in the road, the Estate racing twenty 
miles over the speed limit.  The wagon—impeccably clean when their 
grandmother owned it—was littered with trash now.  Wadded up homework.  
Discarded fast food wrappers.  The cluttered debris in the back seat bounced 
and shuffled as the car boomeranged around the turns.  Another thunk was 
heard from inside the glove box.

[The Muslim Brotherhood is suspected of providing intel and financial sup-
port to the network.  The Brotherhood—one of the largest Islamic political and 
religious groups in the world—has in the past been tied to violence and “modern 
Jihadi terrorism.”  The Brotherhood is banned in the UAE due to the—]

“Oh, boy,” Eddie said and threw up his hands in mock exasperation.  “Here 
we go again.  Time for the pity parade.”

“Screw you, pretty boy.  So what’re your plans for after the funeral?  Are 
you and one of your ‘bros’ gonna grease each other up and wrestle shirtless 
out on the front lawn?”

“Yeah, you’d like that, wouldn’t you?”  Eddie shot his brother a knowing 
glance, the corners of his mouth upturned into a subtle—but malicious—
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smile.  The pain in Erwin’s eyes was immediate and instantly Eddie regretted 
the stab.

“Smug bastard,” Erwin mumbled and focused his gaze back on the winding 
road ahead of them.

[Tensions are now high between the UAE and neighboring Egypt, where the 
Brotherhood governs the state.  Hundreds of relatives of the 94 detainees have 
already come forth, claiming their family members have no connection to the 
Brotherhood.  They say their—]

Eddie wasn’t sure why he’d done it.  He’d always been so protective of his 
twin brother.  He’d always been more of an acting father rather than a nag-
ging sibling.  Then again, he’d more or less been forced into the role.  It wasn’t 
like he’d had a say in the matter.  Life was like that.  Lady Fortune made your 
choices for you.  And you just spun back and forth on her wheel—feeling 
carsick the whole time—until She was ready to toss you off into the ether of 
oblivion.

Mommy and Daddy die.
Grammy takes you and your brother under her wing.
Life plays itself out.
What else was there?
“What a waste of gas and money,” Erwin said.  “Driving all this way, just 

for some stupid funeral.”
Their destination: a no-name hick town, somewhere in the boonies of Indi-

ana.  Their grandmother’s hometown.  Where she’d been born and raised as a 
little girl.  Before her and her family had moved to Illinois.  Before she’d met 
the man she’d eventually marry.

Before she passed, she’d made it clear to Eddie she was to be buried here.  
She never said why.  But Eddie knew.  It was the only place where she’d been 
truly happy.  There, she had lived the perfect life through the eyes of an in-
nocent and ignorant child.  But everyone grows up eventually.  Everyone gets 
old.  And they quickly realize the world isn’t such a great place after all.
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[Analysts blame the Arab Spring—a wave of protests and civil wars that swept 
through the Middle East last year—for the UAE’s rash decision to apprehend and 
allegedly torture the suspects.  Paranoia has led to a trend that—if continued—
could completely eliminate freedom of speech inside the—]

Eddie stared out the window and watched as the trees rushed by.  These 
last few days had done something to him.  He wasn’t himself anymore.  He’d 
managed to keep it together over the past decade.  It was Erwin who’d fallen 
apart after their parents had died.  But here he was now, cracking jokes at 
their dead grandmother’s expense.  As for Eddie, his fuse was shorter now.  
He was apt to explode at any moment.  It was as if…

It was as if he’d become his brother.  Like some crazy Freaky Friday shit.

[Well, whaddaya expect, folks?  After all, the official emblem of the Muslim 
Brotherhood is two swords crossed over one another.  If that doesn’t spell vio-
lence…well…then I don’t know what does.  It’s about time we—]

Erwin slammed his hand against the radio again, this time with a fist.
“Fuckin’ Jihads,” he muttered.  Erwin pressed the “Scan” button and the 

radio began to flip through varying levels of static.  “All these conflicts…all 
these wars…they’re all the same.  I can’t keep any of it straight.  All the facts 
just blur together.  How’s one religious war different from the next?  How are 
the Crusades any different from what’s going on in the Middle East?  History 
just repeats itself.  Over and over again.  And to see how easily you fell for 
Grandma’s bullshit.  It astounds me.”

“It’s not bullshit.”
“No?  She spoon-fed us a bunch of lies, Eddie.  She practically forced it 

down our throats.  That woman…that zealot.”
“My brother Erwin, ladies and gentlemen!” Eddie proclaimed.  “Always 

with a flair for the extravagant.”
“She was a Nazi.  You know, I still have scars on my hands from the 

ruler…”
Eddie looked at his brother, his stare a mixture of guilt and anger.  Guilt 
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for the pain his brother had been forced to endure (pain that he himself had 
never experienced).  And anger for daring to bring it up.  For daring to rehash 
what could not be changed.  Could not be fixed.

“I know why she left the car to me,” Erwin said.  He just couldn’t let it go.  
“She wanted to mock me, one last time.  A last ditch effort to humiliate me.  
Well, you know what?  It didn’t work.  Joke’s on her.”

[Everything has been said before.  There’s nothing left to say anymore.  When it’s 
all the same, you can ask for it by name.]

Erwin flicked the “Scan” button again when the radio landed on a heavy 
metal station.  He started to convulse in his seat, his head jerking up and 
down, side to side, up and down.

“I’m surprised to see you dressed in black,” Eddie said, his words slathered 
in sarcasm.  For years now his brother looked like he’d been plucked from a 
1920s silent film.  Nothing but black or shades thereof.  “Where’re you off to, 
a funeral?”

“My brother Edwin, ladies and gentlemen!” he said.  “The comedian.”
“Do not call me that.”
“It’s your name, isn’t it?  I’ve managed to embrace mine.  You should try 

doing the same.”

[Stick you’re stupid slogan in.  Everybody sing along.  Are you motherfuckers 
ready, for the new shit?  Stand up and admit, tomorrow’s never coming.]

Eddie examined his brother’s profile.  His hair dyed and spiked, slicked 
with so much product it looked like an obsidian explosion.  (It was fresh, 
too.  His face was still spotted with inky smudges where the dye had run over.  
A shoddy job, just like everything else in his life.  A final protest.  A final 
mockery to the woman he’d wished dead for so long.)  Although, at certain 
angles—with the light shining on it just right—it looked purple.  Eggplant, 
in fact.

A dozen rings dangled from the helix of each ear.  A few more were speck-
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led over his face—his eyebrows, his nose, his lips, his tongue.  A dozen pierc-
ings (maybe more) but no tattoos.  No, tattoos were too permanent.  Erwin 
was too much of a coward for that.

Instead, he dusted his face with powder to make his skin appear even 
whiter than it already was.  He brushed black polish over his nails.  Black 
lipstick.  Black eyeliner.

Wait.  His eyes.
“Are you…?”
Erwin looked over, a mischievous grin on his face.  Of course he knew what 

Eddie was talking about.  Call it twin telepathy if you will.  His pupils were 
so dilated his irises were barely visible.  Just a thin hazel corona gleaming 
around each colorless eclipse.

“You’re high!”
“Popped a few ‘shrooms just before we left,” Erwin said, matter-of-factly.  

“That was what, an hour ago?  Which means they should be kicking in any 
minute now…”

“Pull the car over right now.  I’m driving.”
“The hell you are.  This thing may be a P.O.S. but it’s my P.O.S.  No need 

to worry, Edwin.  This isn’t my first rodeo.”

[Stand up and admit, tomorrow’s never coming.]

“Damn it, I can’t take this noise!” Eddie yelled and hit the radio’s power 
switch.  Silence filled the car.  “You’re the most irresponsible person I’ve ever 
met in my entire life.  You have no sense of—”

But Erwin quit listening.  He hunched over the steering wheel, his eyes 
glazed over, his jaw slack.  The transformation happening outside the car had 
hypnotized him.  In mere seconds all the leaves of the trees had lost their 
color, shriveled up and crumbled into dust.  The forestland was barren now.  
Naked.

And alive.
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“‘We’re not in Kansas anymore,’” he mumbled.  Or Illinois.  Or Indiana.  
Or wherever the hell they’d come from.  Out there, it was all the same.  But 
not here.  Not in Oz.  And that’s just where the cyclone had dumped them.  
Right in the heart of the forest of Fighting Trees.  Their gangly arms were 
reaching down, their jagged talons scraping against the metal of the wagon as 
the Estate raced through the twilit tunnel of trees.

“Helloooooo?” Eddie hollered and waved a hand in front of his brother’s 
face.  “Earth to Erwin.  Did you hear a word I just said?”

Erwin turned to face his brother—

Slow motion…the whole world’s caught in slow motion right now.

—and giggled.
“God damn it!  Watch the road!”  Eddie lurched for the wheel and jerked 

it to the right.  The Estate swerved and the tires squealed (provoking yet 
another thunk inside the glove box) until they were coasting once more in 
the right lane.  Erwin took back the wheel and giggled again.  The stench of 
burning rubber wafted through the open windows.  The smell reminded Ed-
die of burning hair.  Burning flesh.

There is a house on fire.  There are two young boys—twins, eight years old, 
give or take.  They are standing in front of the house.  They wear matching onesie 
pajamas—blue ones, speckled with bananas with faces on them.  The thundering 
flames are televised across their hazel-colored eyes.  They are cowering behind the 
legs of an older woman.  One boy is trembling and hugging the left leg.  The other 
is trembling and hugging the right.  Their hair is the color of sand.  Like the stuff 
inside the sandbox in their backyard.  The woman—their grandmother, in fact—
hunkers down and wraps an arm around each of their shoulders.  They watch.  
There is screaming coming from inside the burning home.  But it doesn’t take very 
long for that to stop.  The flames…they last much…much longer.

“The hell’s wrong with you?  Seriously?”
Eddie felt it crawling up and out of his throat but he couldn’t swallow 

it back down.  Not anymore.  For as long as he could remember, Erwin 
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had been an easy target.  A magnet for harassment.  Insults.  Abuse—both 
verbal and physical.  And Eddie had always been right there.  In an instant.  
Ready—and willing—to fend off his brother’s attackers.  He sensed his 
brother’s agony each and every time.  He felt the affliction.  But why should 
he?  Erwin had always brought it upon himself.  He did these things, just to 
cause a scene.  To garner the attention.  To spite her.  The outlandish fashion 
statements.  Raving about worshiping the Antichrist.  But Erwin was noth-
ing but a sensitive little mouse—the soft spot on a baby’s head.  He couldn’t 
handle the repercussions.  And so it was Eddie’s job to shelter him—waiting 
and hoping for the day when Erwin would grow into a man.  But he never 
did.  And as one year followed the next, Eddie’s familial duties were done, less 
out of love, and more out of pity.

“You’re nothing but a leech,” Eddie sneered.  He wanted to stop.  He 
tried.  But he couldn’t.  “Ever since Mom and Dad died…since we moved in 
with Grandma…you’ve been nothing but a lazy, blood-sucking leech.  You 
used her.  You were a burden to both of us.  We supported you.  I supported 
you.  You think Grandpa left anything to Grandma after he drank himself to 
death?  No.  I was the one working three jobs so that she could keep taking 
care of us and we wouldn’t be tossed into a foster home.  But you were too 
selfish to realize that.  Too selfish to lift even one finger to help out.  Instead, 
you did everything you could to make her life a living hell.  On purpose.  All 
these…theatrics you put on.  It’s all bullshit.  I know you, Erwin.  Maybe she 
didn’t see through it, but I did.  I never said anything.  Maybe I should have.  
But I am now.  And I’m calling you out on it.  You never believed any of it.  
It was all just a big show.  Just to make her miserable.  Jesus…just thinking 
about it now…you were so cruel to her.  All the nasty names you called her.  
Maybe you’re right.  Maybe she shouldn’t have raised a hand to you.  But…
then again…maybe you deserved it.  So what was it, Erwin?  Did you blame 
her for Mom and Dad’s death?  Or was it something else?  Hm?  What was it, 
Erwin?  Tell me.”

But Erwin’s stoicism held out and he didn’t flinch once during his brother’s 
rant.  Not the reaction Eddie had expected—or hoped for.  Was it the drugs?  
Or had he finally quit caring?

“Has my brother, after all these years, finally grown a pair of balls?”  Ed-
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die looked at him.  Still nothing.  “Or is it because you’re a huge closet case?  
Because you hated yourself so much you had to take your anger out on some-
one.  So you picked her, your easiest target.”

There.  It was finally out.  After a decade of lies and deceit.  The truth was 
out in the open for the first time ever.

“I’m not gay,” Erwin said.
“You said it, not me.”
“I’m not gay,” he hissed, that same rabid fury returning to his eyes.
“Pull over.  Right now.”
“Tell me what to do one more time and see what happens.”
“I said…pull over.”  Eddie reached for the steering wheel and pulled it to 

the right.
“Let…go!”  Erwin—perhaps overestimating his own strength, perhaps 

overestimating how hard his brother was pulling on the wheel, or perhaps it 
was because he was stoned out of his mind—yanked the wheel in the oppo-
site direction.  The Estate swerved to the left just as the highway made a sharp 
turn to the right.

The two-lane, blacktopped highway had no guardrails.  In less than a sec-
ond the car had vaulted off the pavement and plunged into the—

—warm area between her legs.  He’s on top of her, sweating and grunting.  
Yvonne’s shoulder blades scrape against the splintered wood floor of the hayloft.  
Straw scratches at the underside of her naked body.  Her insides tingle when she 
wraps her arms around his leathery, muscled back.

“It’s hotter up here than a two-peckered Billy goat in a pepper patch,” Lionel 
breathes into her ear.

She giggles.  She thinks he’s the funniest boy she’s ever met.  She cups his rear end 
in her hands and digs her nails into his flesh.  He moans with satisfaction and 
picks up the pace.
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A box-shaped ray of sunshine pours through a square window above them.  She 
turns her head and presses her cheek against the floorboards.  The wood is warm 
and feels good.  She opens her eyes and sees her red dress, rumpled and draped over 
one of the barn rafters.  She sees the rip down the side from when he tore if off her 
body.  She giggles again.  She thinks how in love she is.  She thinks how she wants 
to marry this boy.

He’s thinking too.  He thinks how good she feels below the waist.  Because she’s a 
virgin.  He knows how quickly virgins can become attached.  It’s happened to him 
before.  He hopes it doesn’t happen again.

It’s 1949.  She’s fifteen years old.  He’s twenty-two.

Eight months later they’re married.  A month after that she gives birth to their 
daughter.  They move into a tiny house at the edge of town.  There’re no other 
houses after theirs.  Just acre after acre of—

—woods.  The decline was steep.  Erwin pumped the breaks but his at-
tempts were futile.  The wagon plummeted down the hill, gaining speed with 
each passing second.  The Estate pounced into the air and slammed back onto 
the ground, the non-existent shocks jarring their bodies and injecting a sear-
ing pain that ricocheted from the base of their spines up to their lower jaws.  
Eddie clamped down on his tongue and felt an explosion—

—erupts somewhere in the distance.  A howitzer shell exploding.  The ground 
shakes violently.  Lionel is jostled inside his cramped foxhole, burrowed in some 
nameless place in the rugged, mountainous terrain of North Korea.

It’s 1951.  He’s twenty-four.

He sleeps.  He wakes up.  He sleeps some more.  He loses track of how long he’s 
there.  His joints are so stiff he can barely move.
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Another explosion.  This time closer.  Shrapnel rains down over Lionel.  He tries 
to shield himself but it’s too late.  Bits of metal cut and slice up his skin.  His eyes.  
He feels a stream—

—of hot liquid blossom inside his mouth.  Tree trunks slammed and 
scraped against the Estate as it hurtled down the hill.  Both side-view mir-
rors were ripped from the wagon.  Erwin’s hands were latched to the steer-
ing wheel, Eddie’s pressed against the upholstered ceiling of the car.  They 
were screaming, their throats raw and on fire.  Eddie knew the end was only 
moments away.  He understood their demise was imminent.  And yet, he 
couldn’t help but think how desperately he needed a glass of—

—Jack Daniel’s whiskey.  Two fingers.  Straight up.  It’s just how Lionel likes it.

Before his marriage…before the war…he rarely drank.  But now…with each 
passing year…the bottles pile up, faster and faster.  And faster.

It’s 2001.  Lionel’s been wearing glasses for nearly fifty years.  He’s been drunk 
for almost the same amount of time.

During the past half-century Lionel has slept with dozens of women.  Includ-
ing his wife Yvonne’s best friend.  A woman named Flora who sprays on too much 
perfume and wears a gaudy ring on each of her ten fingers.

Yvonne never speaks up.  She never says a word.

Instead, she turns to God.

She remains forever faithful to her husband.  She never touches the bottle.  Not 
a sip.  Instead, she drinks—

—ice cold water.  With a slice of lemon.
The view in front of them was a kaleidoscope, a shifting view of greens and 
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browns through the lens of the cracked windshield.  It was a gossamer web, 
sagging inward and ready to—

—die.  The cancer has consumed Yvonne’s body.

The oxygen tank—clicking and hissing like Darth Vader’s mask.  The shoe-
box—stuffed full with multi-colored pills, each one resembling a saccharine piece 
of candy.  None of it has worked.  It’s their grandmother’s time, according to the 
whims of Fortune.

The den has been transformed into a hospice.  You have to finagle pieces of 
furniture just to make your way around the sick bed in the middle of the room.  It 
smells of rot.  And shit.

Eddie sits next to the bed.  His grandmother grips his hand—gently, because she 
has no strength left.  Her skin is sallow and feels like sandpaper.

She tells him not to worry.  She tells him she loves him.

It’s 2012.  She’s doubled in weight and has a mustache now.  All because of the 
medication.

Erwin sits in the corner, his arms crossed over his chest, a shadow cast over his 
face.  He scowls as he watches the scene play out.  He wonders how much longer he 
has to sit there.  He can’t bare it any longer.  He wishes she would just die already.  
He wishes she would just—

—implode.
Erwin looked over and saw Eddie slumped over in his seat.  He shook him 

and screamed his name but he didn’t wake up.  He was out cold.
“Please God please God please God please God,” he whimpered.  Tears 

streamed down his face and left jagged black tread marks in their wake.  
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“Please God please God please God.  Don’t let us die.  Please don’t kill us.  
Not today.  Please God pl—”

A flock of blackbirds scattered in every direction as the Estate tore past 
them and slammed head first into an ash tree.  Stray feathers were suspended 
in the humid air for a few moments before settling atop the crumpled hood 
of the car.  Cawing echoed and bounced off the trees, dwindling until there 
was nothing but silence.

Inside the car, two brothers slept.  They were holding hands, their fingers 
intertwined and resting upon the console between the two seats.

***

Erwin woke up.  All he could hear was his own breathing, amplified like 
he’d shoved cotton balls into his ears.  He looked around.  Everything hurt.  
Every joint, every body part.  He caught a glimpse of himself in the cracked 
rearview mirror and saw dried blood caked to the side of his face.  The driver 
side airbag had deployed and—aside from a few burns along the inside of his 
forearms—had saved Erwin from what could’ve been—no.  No, he didn’t 
want to think about that.  Unfortunately for his brother, however, the Estate 
didn’t have a passenger side airbag.

“Eddie?” he whispered.  Why was he was whispering?  There was no one 
else around.  It was just him and his brother, stuck in the middle of nowhere.  
He couldn’t say why, not really.  But at that moment, it felt like the right 
thing to do.  “Eddie, are you okay?”

He shook his brother but there was no response.  Suddenly Erwin’s heart 
was pounding against the inside of his sternum.  He couldn’t breathe.  He 
had to get out.  He tried to unlatch the seatbelt but the buckle was mangled 
and wouldn’t budge.  He battled with the nylon strap, jerking it and scream-
ing, pleading with God to let him out.

Sobbing, he groped at his brother.  He lifted an index finger and placed it 
directly under his nose.

He was breathing!
He looked down and, sure enough, Eddie’s chest moving.  Up.  Down.  
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Up.  His brother was alive.
Erwin sunk back into his seat and looked forward.  The windshield was 

completely gone now.  Morsels of broken glass cracked under the rubber soles 
of Erwin’s black boots.  Patches of sunlight broke through the forest canopy, 
the shifting rays of light glinting off fresh metal where the paint had chipped 
away.  Leaves and broken branches blanketed and masked the vehicle—al-
most as if they’d been idling there for decades, the foliage creeping over and 
around them, the world forgetting about them.

The engine made a ting ting ting sound.  Miniature geysers of steam hissed 
and spewed out from under the hood.  The front end of the wagon had com-
pletely wrapped itself around the trunk of the ash tree, hugging it like—

—Erwin hugs his mother’s legs on the first day of kindergarten.  He’s sobbing, 
begging his mother not to leave him.  The pair stands next to the flagpole outside 
the glass doors of Fairview Elementary School.  Above them the stars and stripes 
ripple in the August morning breeze.  Eddie stands at a distance, tapping his foot 
with impatience.

“Hurry up!” he calls out.  “Quit bein’ such a mama’s boy.”

They ignore him.  Erwin’s mother kneels down so she’s eye-to-eye with her son.  
She hugs him and promises she’ll never leave him.

“You’re my baby,” she says.  And kisses him on the forehead.

Two years later, she’s dead.

Erwin wondered why the view was so beautiful.  He wondered why they 
were still alive.  Sure, his neck was cut up from where the seatbelt had dug 
into his skin.  But if they hadn’t strapped themselves in back in Illinois…

He was in awe.  Amazed at all the little things—the baby steps—that put 
you right into the present.  Right where you needed to be.  It had nothing to 
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do with luck.  It was—
Movement in the periphery of his vision tore him away from the moment.  

A flicker of green.  He looked.
Creeping amongst the foliage atop the wagon’s hood was a pair of pray-

ing mantises, their bulbous, compound eyes glinting against the afternoon 
sun.  They were locked in an embrace, shifting slowly amidst broken twigs 
and tattered leaves.  The male was mounted on the back of the female, whose 
abdomen was nearly twice as large as the male’s.

But what really caught Erwin’s eye was the white turban wrapped around 
the crown of the male’s head.

“What the…”  He squeezed his eyes shut and joggled his head back and 
forth.  But when he opened his eyes, the headwear was still there.  “I guess 
I’m still trippin’.”

The male mantis used its spiny front legs to grapple at the female’s thorax 
as he injected his seed into her belly.  A second later the female had flipped 
over and pinned the male to the ground (disturbing considering how lethar-
gic they appeared only moments before).  The female raised her chainsaw-like 
front legs into the air before slashing downward, severing the male’s turban-
wearing head from its body.  A curdled mishmash of green and black bubbled 
up and out of the neck as the head somersaulted over the hood of the car and 
disappeared into the foliage.

“Oh, God…” Erwin said and clapped his hand over his mouth.
The female mantis was immobile after that, frozen in a holy posture, her 

front legs clasped together as if praying to her own Mantis God.  And then 
she dove in, her mandibles digging into the flesh of her ex-lover.  Erwin 
looked away, bile lurching up into the back of his throat.

And that’s when he saw it.
The glove box had popped open at some point during the accident (most 

likely when the Estate had slammed into the ash tree).  Atop a scattered disar-
ray of papers was a crisp, brand-new Holy Bible.  Erwin reached for it.  The 
binding was made of black leather and the lettering was gilt with gold leaf.  
He flipped open to the first page, the dedication page.  His grandmother’s 
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writing was there, filling in the blanks.  It read:

Presented to: Erwin
From: Grandma
On the Occasion of: Because I Love You
Date: August 2012

Erwin stared at the page—as immobile as the praying mantis had been 
before her feast—for several minutes.  It wasn’t until he flipped the page again 
that a dog-eared Polaroid slipped out and fell into his lap.  He picked it up.

It was a picture of him and his grandmother.  Her with salt-and-pepper 
hair, knotted up into a bun.  Him with blond hair, a crew cut.  They were 
arm-in-arm.

And both were smiling.
So this was why she’d left him the car.  After all this time…after all the 

fighting…his brother Eddie had been right all along.  She did love him.  And 
she’d never given up on him.  Not even after death.

“That sneaky bitch,” Erwin said.
And smiled.
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Prema Bangera

As the Lights Crisscross at the Fields  
Corner Stop ~ Dorchester, Massachusetts

I watched train doors open and close—the one
I should have got on, but didn’t.
I wanted to trace the outlines of its insides—
the etches on worn-out leather seats: lost names, reminiscent dates,
the vestigial stories we hear over and over
with the bells ringing as we come to a stop.
 
My hands covered in frayed wool, holding a bottle
of cheap vodka so sour my tongue freckles,
never knowing what broken leather feels like against my cold skin,
 
wondering if you brush your wife’s hair
when she wakes at twilight, smiling
with the tangerine taste of her nape,
folding dirty bibs like origami.
 
I remembered how you flipped a cigarette butt
between fingers, orange crown dancing,
its haze filling the small space between us, connecting
our skin into strings of light—always diverging,
 
the way you sounded out my name—
like the whispers of peeling pomegranates—
the one you now cannot recall.
 
We were just kids, you and I, waiting to collide
like the hiss of a cigarette touching watered cups.
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Tonight’s musical score: macaroni shuffled from a box, two
Tablespoons of butter and one-quarter cup of milk. Shower steam, 
Lavender spray, a mother briefly eclipsed by a father’s close-shave 
Kiss the children pretend not to see. 

Sister boils trees of broccoli to a green blush; brother chomps 
Into the baked beans with a can opener. The timer, the TV, the wires and   
 taps, 
Sound bugles as soon as the parents are gone. For the first time
The children understand that the house has more rooms than people.

They find a mannequin in the attic, miles of cursive writing on paper,
Dial 9-1-1 twice, hang-up. A popping popcorn chorus leads them downstairs. 
Sister’s scalp tickles as the babysitter braids her hair on the couch. 
Brother plants himself on elbows in front of the TV— a thrilling landscape
Of adult characters, who don’t know who’s watching them. 

Lynn Holmgren

The Babysitter’s Sonata
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I never thought I would call your cow paths home,
content to remember you
as a childhood souvenir,
preserved on pennies and key chains,
a long red line once upon a time. 

I arrived reluctantly, a runaway bride,
promising myself it would only be temporary,
taking the first job I could find
at a pocket-sized sushi café outside Harvard Square.
I had the hostess skills of a hermit crab. 

I saved up enough for a bicycle,
began riding to work each day—
Mass Ave, six miles upstream,
city buses passing like whales 
as I skirted double-parked cars in the bike lane.

The fear that happiness might never find me again 
replaced the real fear of being sandwiched 
between a delivery truck and city bus, each spinning 
rotation of my wheels a survival instinct,
muscles in my calves growing stronger
as I began to map my own way

Over and across the Charles one night,
a luminous moon and the Citgo sign 
smiling like distant cousins,
fans fresh from the game offering
each other high-fives on the sidewalk.

Lynn Holmgren

Dear Boston,
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I pedaled East through South Boston,
steel warehouses and stacked pallets,
the sweet-pillow scent of glazed donuts,
beneath street lamps, beneath stars, 
for the first time Boston, 
I was willingly kissed. 
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